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Abstract-A computer program, DIFFER, is described that will find analytical solutions to certain-second 
order ordinary differential equations. An interactive main program isincluded which calls DIFFER and which 
will enable the user to run the program from a terminal. 
INTRODUCTION 
User information and a Fortran listing is described for the subroutine DIFFER. The subroutine 
DIFFER in turn uses work subroutines PR, POLYEV, SOLVEI, SOLVE2, SYS, RIGHT, ROOT, 
POLYP, and INTER. These subroutines are written in ANSI Standard Fortran. 
Subroutine DIFFER will find the analytic solution of the differential equation 
ay” + by’ + cy = e”P, (x) 
sin /3x 
cos f3x 
+ similar expressions. (1) 
the expression e”“P,(x) 
sin /Ix 
cos px 
means any expression that is the product of the exponential, e”‘, 
the polynomial P.(x) = d, + c&x + * - * + d,+,x”, and either sin /3x or cos /3x. For example x2 ek, 
3x + 1, e’ sin (2x) are such expressions. The two arbitrary constants in the general solution to (1) 
are computed if initial conditions are given. In fact, any number of initial conditions can be 
specified for a given equation. 
METHOD 
The general solution to (1) is y(x) = c,y,(x) + c2y2(x) + .v,(x), where y,(x) and y2(x) are two 
linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation oy”+ by’ + cy = 0, yp (x) is any 
particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (l), and cl and c2 are two arbitrary 
constants. To find y,(x) and y2(x) is a simple matter. However, to find a particular solution y,,(x) 
is often quite difficult, especially when the polynomial on the right hand side is of high order, or 
when some term on the right hand side agrees with either y,(x) or y2(x), i.e. resonance. 
DIFFER checks the form of the expressions on the right hand side to see if each expression is 
of the form: 
(i) P,(x) 
(ii) e-P.(x) 
(iii) e”P. (x) sin /3x 
(iv) e”P. (x) cos /3x. 
In case the right hand side is the sum of two or more such expressions, uch as e’ sin 2x + x2, 
then a particular solution would be computed for each expression. Depending on which of the 4 
expressions occur, the form of the particular solution is chosen and substituted into the 
differential equation yielding a set of simultaneous linear equations in which to solve for the 
necessary coefficients. In particular, if the right hand side is of the form (i) P,(x) then the 
particular solution, y,, will be of the form 
where s always stands for the smallest of the numbers 0, 1,2 such that no term in y,(x) agrees 
with either y,(x) or y2(x). In this case subroutine POLYP will substitute y,,(x) into equation (1) 
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and compute y,,(x). In case the right hand side is of the form (ii) e”P,(x), then y,(x) will be 
y,(x) = e”x’[b, + bzx + . * * + b,+Xl. 
To find y,, equation (1) is reduced to a new differential equation with dependent variable u by 
means of the transformation y(x) = u(x) em. The new equation, civ” + 6~’ + I% = P,(x), is of the 
type (i) and subroutine POLYP is again used to compute yp. Finally if the right hand side is of the 
form (iii) or (iv) then the particular solution yp has the form 
y,(x) = x’ e-[(a, + fw +. * . + a,+,~“) sin (&) + (b, + bzx + . * . + b,+d) cos @x)1. 
Subroutine SOLVE1 solves the necessary equations to find y,(x) (finds the two polynomials) in 
case none of the terms in y,, agree with y,(x) or y*(x). Subroutine SOLVE2 solves the necessary 
equations in case there is resonance. Both subroutines SOLVE1 and SOLVE2 use subroutine 
SYS to solve the systems of linear equations. 
The problem arises when to define resonance. Inasmuch as equation (1) is a second order 
equation, the only possible situation when resonance might occur is when a term on the right 
hand side is one of the forms; 1, x, e”, x epx, sin (px), cos (px), em sin @3x), em cos (px). Table 1 
shows when subroutine DIFFER will define resonance for these terms. The variable RESON is 
an input parameter generallly taken to be about 0.001. Also Rl + iR2 is the notation that DIFFER 
uses for the roots of the characteristic equation in case the roots are complex. K stands for any 
constant. 
Table 1. Resonance criterion 
Right hand side When DIFFER defines resonance 
K 
KX 
Ke” 
Kx e” 
K sin (/3x) 
K cos (/3x) 
K e”’ sin (Bx) 
K em cos (fix) 
if ICI I RESON 
if ICI 5 RESON 
1615 RESON 
if loa* + ba t cl I RESON 
i.e. LI “almost” satisfies the characteristic 
equation 
if [aa* t ba + cl d RESON 
12aa t bls RESON 
if IR2 - Sl I RESON 
lRll5 RESON 
if Jr2 - fiJ s RESON 
(RI1 5 RESON 
if IQ - Rll = RESON 
Ij3 - R21 s RESON 
if Ia - Rlls RESON 
I/3 - R21~ RESON 
THE SUBROUTINE DIFFER* 
Entrance to DIFFER is achieved by the statement 
CALL DIFFER (ACOE, BCOE, CCOE, NEXP, ITYPE, ALPHA, BETA, NPOLY, POLY, 
NINIT, XINIT, YINIT, YDIN, NDIM, IPRINT, IOD, RESON, NRAY, ARAY, BRAY, IROOT, 
Rl, R2, CONST) 
where the input parameters are 
ACOE = the coefficient of the second derivative in the equation, 
BCOE = the coefficient of the first derivative in the equation, 
CCOE = the coefficient of y in the equation, 
NEXP = the number of expressions of the type 
e”“P, (x) 1 sin (/3x) cos (Px) 
*Copies of this subroutine are available from the author. 
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on the right hand side of the equation, 
ITYPE = a one dimensional array, containing NEXP members, telling if the corresponding 
expression contains a sin or cos; 1 indicates a sin, 2 indicates a COS, 
ALPHA = a one dimensional array, containing NEXP members, giving the exponent values for 
the corresponding expression, 
BETA = a one dimensional rray, containing NEXP members, giving the frequency factor for 
the sin and cos in the corresponding expression, 
NPOLY = a one dimensional array, containing NEXP members, giving the degree of the 
polynomial in the corresponding expression, 
POLY = a two dimensional array, containing NEXP rows, where each row is the polynomial 
P.(x) in the corresponding expression, the polynomial is ordered in ascending powers 
of x, 
NINIT = the number of initial conditions pecified with the differential equation, it can be zero, 
XINIT = a one dimensional rray, containing NINIT members, telling the initial values for the 
independent variable x. if any, 
YINIT = a one dimensional rray, containing NINIT members, telling the initial values for the 
dependent variable y, if any, 
YDIN = a one dimensional rray, containing NINIT members, telling the initial values for the 
derivative dy/dx, if any, 
NDIM = the dimension of all input and output arrays in the program, all one dimensional rrays 
have dimension NDIM, all two dimensional rrays have dimension (NDIM by NDIM) 
except he array CONST which has dimension NDIM by 2, NDIM must be larger than 
all of the below and less than 41 
(1) the number of expressions on the right hand side of the equation 
(2) the number of initial conditions wanted, if any 
(3) twice the number of coefficients in the highest order polynomial P,(x) 
IPRINT = a print parameter telling if the program should print the analytical solution or store the 
output in arrays, IPRINT = 0 means that the solution is only storred in arrays, 
IPRINT = 1 means that DIFFER will print and store the solution, all printing is 
performed in subroutine PR, 
IOD = logical unit number of standard output unit, 
RESON = a criterion for resonance defined in Table 1, 
and the output parameters are 
NRAY = a one dimensional rray, containing NEXP members, with each component telling the 
degree of the output polynomial, this degree will differ from the input degree only in 
case of resonance, 
ARAY = a two dimensional array, containing NEXP rows, with each row containing the 
polynomial that is the coefficient of sin (/3x), the polynomial is ordered in ascending 
powers of x, 
BRAY = a two dimensional array, containing NEXP rows, with each row containing the 
polynomial that is the coefficient of cos (/3x), the polynomial is ordered in ascending 
powers of x, 
IROOT = a parameter telling the nature of the roots of the characteristic equation, 
IROOT = 1 means the roots are real and distinct 
IROOT = 2 means the roots are real and equal 
IROOT = 3 means the roots are complex 
equal means the discriminant is less than O.OOOOO1 in absolute value, 
Rl = a root parameter, Rl = smaller oot of the characteristic equation if the roots are real, 
R = the real part of the roots of the characteristic equation if the roots are complex, 
R2 = a root parameter, R2 = larger root of the characteristic equation if the roots are real, 
R2 = the complex part of the roots of the characteristic equation if the roots are 
complex, 
_ . _ 
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CONST = a two dimensional array, NINIT by 2, containing the computed coefficients for the 
homogeneous solutions y,(x) and y*(x), each row corresponds to an initial condition, 
the first column is the constant corresponding to one of the homogeneous solutions 
e (R’*x) or e(R’ox’sin @2*x), the second column is the constant hat multiplies either 
e(R1-x), x e(R2W, or e(R1’x, 
cos (R2*x) depending on the nature of the roots of the 
characteristic equation for example if the homogeneous solution were 0.25 sin (x) + 
0.35 cos (x) then 0.25 would be stored in column 1 and 0.35 in column 2, 
For example if one wanted to solve the differential equation 
y”+4y=x2+3e” 
with initial conditions y(O) = 0, y’(0) = 2 the solution would be 
y(x) = cl sin (2x) + c2 cos (2x) + (- 0.13 + 0.25 x2) + 0.6 ex 
where c, = 0.7 and c2 = - 0.47. The input to DIFFER for this example would be 
ACOE = 1.0 ALPHA = 0.0, 1 .O NINIT = 1 IPRINT = 1 
BCOE = 0.0 BETA = 0.0,O.O XINIT = 0.0 
CCOE = 4.0 NPOLY = 2,0 YINIT = 0.0 
NEXP = 2 POLY = 0.0, 0.0, 1.0 YDIN = 2.0 
ITYPE = 2,2 3.0 NDIM = 20 
and the output would be 
ARAY = 0.0, 0.0,O.O 
0.0 
BRAY = - 0.13,0.0,0.25 
0.6 
NRAY =2,0 
IROOT = 3 
Rl = 0.0 
R2 = 2.0 
CONST = 0.7, - 0.47 
ALPHA and BETA are both output and input arrays that are unaltered by the program. 
Subroutine DIFFER and its subroutines occupy 47 K bytes of memory on the 370-145 
computer when NDIM is taken to be 20. Computation time varies from equation to equation but 
never more than a few seconds. In case printing is not wanted, let IPRINT = 0, then subroutine 
PR is not needed and could be replaced by a dummy subroutine. 
TESTRESULTS 
AI1 test results were run on an IBM 370-145 computer. An interactive main program was 
written and is included as Table 4. Another driver main program, non interactive, calling on 
DIFFER was written and is listed as comment statements inside DIFFER. Either of these main 
programs could be used to drive DIFFER depending on whether the user wished to run DIFFER 
in an interactive mode or in a batch processing mode. As listed in this paper, the program is ready 
to run in the interactive mode. To run DIFFER in a batch processing mode, throw away the 
interactive main program and reproduce the “batch process” driver program by deleting the C in 
column 1. 
Table 2 shows the terminal output, interactive mode, when the user solved the equation: 
y”+9y=xe3’+sin3x 
with initial conditions y(0) = 0, y’(0) = 1. The dot at the beginning of the line indicates user input 
whereas no dot indicates computer esponse. 
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Table 3 shows the output from DIFFER if the user decides to use the batch process driver to 
run DIFFER. In this case Table 3 shows the output for the solutions of the following differential 
equations: 
1. y”+2y’+2y=x2+xe” y(O)=0 y’(O)=0 
2. y”+2y’+2=x2e’ y(0) = 1 y’(0) = 1 
y(0) = 0 y’(0) = 1. 
Table 2. 
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Table 3. 
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,,I” CChO,TiChS ,:I c.ii I = C.CCC CiiI = -C.CCC 0.00 , = i.clLC c121 = ,.CCC _ .----__- ~ ___-.- .--- -.-_____ 
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Table 4 (Cont’d.) 
A subroutine listing of DIFFER will be sent to anyone as long as they provide a stamped 
self-addressed 81 x 11 in. envelope (total wt 5 02). 
